ZedAI telcon 20090511

From zedwiki

Note: this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=5&day=11&year=2009&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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Scribe

Markus

Present

Ole, Dennis, Josh, Per, Boris, Markus, Sam, Matt, James, Marisa

Regrets

Kenny

Previous Action Items

- Dennis/Josh contact QTI and ask about replacing the HTML with host language text content set.
- Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade, these values are considered author-level"
- Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue
Markus to invite people for profile testing
Markus to ask the DAISY list about how newspapers/periodicals markup is currently being done.

### Agenda/Minutes

#### Changes on trunk

- now renders output directly in web-enabled structure
- includes indices, catalogs
- single tasks can be run ("build.bat build-ai-spec" for example)
- vocab integration not done

#### Iteration status

- end date forwarded to 29th (and zeddist first call is held 19th)
- building a burndown chart for the iteration at ZedAI_Iteration3_TaskLog

#### Previous action items

James: spec is now being refactored into chameleon mode re namespaces

Dennis: I have a new contact in QTI, but haven't had the time to follow up

#### XForms/QTI way forward

Suggestion from emailing list:

1) to (as discussed on the con) clarify clearly that the scope of this feature is limited to representing more common print book phenomena of this kind. A complete interactive testing scenario is either out of scope (since QTI already does this) or matter for a dedicated profile.

2) to produce an XForms+Vocab prototype of the feature, for evaluation and testing

3) to again make it clear that this is only a prototype, and that we, given that some obstacles in QTI's design are resolved, intend to produce a parallel prototype using QTI semantics, for comparison with the XForms version.

Group decides to follow this proposal. @markus set up telcon with Josh to get cracking on subset schema authoring.

#### Previous Minutes
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